New Research Shows Guccifer 2.0 Files Were Copied Locally Suggesting DNC Not "Hacked By Russians"

Via Disobedient Media

New meta-analysis has emerged from a document published today by an independent researcher known as The Forensicator, which suggests that files eventually published by the Guccifer 2.0 persona were likely initially downloaded by a person with physical access to a computer possibly connected to the internal DNC network. The individual most likely used a USB drive to copy the information. The groundbreaking new analysis irrevocably destroys the Russian hacking narrative, and calls the actions of Crowdstrike and the DNC...
of Crowdstrike and the DNC into question.

The document supplied to Disobedient Media via Adam Carter was authored by an individual known as The Forensicator. The full document referenced here has been published on their blog. Their analysis indicates the data was almost certainly not accessed initially by a remote hacker, much less one in Russia. If true, this analysis obliterates the Russian hacking narrative completely.

The Forensicator specifically discusses the data that was eventually published by Guccifer 2.0 under the title “NGP-VAN.” This should not be confused with the separate publication of the DNC emails by Wikileaks. This article focuses solely on evidence stemming from the files published by Guccifer 2.0, which were previously discussed in depth by Adam Carter.

Disobedient Media previously reported that Crowdstrike is the only group that has directly analyzed the DNC servers. Other groups including ThreatConnect have used the information provided by Crowdstrike to claim that Russians hacked the DNC. However, their evaluation was based solely on information ultimately provided by Crowdstrike; this places the company in the unique position of being the only direct source of evidence that a hack occurred.

The group’s President Shawn Henry is a retired executive assistant director of the FBI while their co-founder and CTO, Dmitri Alperovitch, is a senior fellow at the Atlantic Council, which as we have reported, is linked to George Soros. Carter has stated on his website that “At present, it looks a LOT like Shawn Henry & Dmitri Alperovitch (CrowdStrike executives), working for either the HRC campaign or DNC leadership were very likely to
have been behind the Guccifer 2.0 operation."
Carter's website was described by Wikileaks as a useful source of primary information specifically regarding Guccifer 2.0.

Carter recently spoke to Disobedient Media, explaining that he had been contacted by The Forensicator, who had published a document which contained a detailed analysis of the data published by Guccifer 2.0 as "NGP-VAN."

The document states that the files that eventually published as "NGP-VAN" by Guccifer 2.0 were first copied to a system located in the Eastern Time Zone, with this conclusion supported by the observation that "the .7z file times, after adjustment to East Coast time fall into the range of the file times in the .rar files." This constitutes the first of a number of points of analysis which suggests that the information eventually published by the Guccifer 2.0 persona was not obtained by a Russian hacker.

Image via The Forensicator

The Forensicator stated in their analysis that a USB drive was most likely used to boot Linux OS onto a computer that either contained the alleged DNC files or had direct access to them. They also explained to us that in this situation one would simply plug a USB drive with the LinuxOS into a computer and reboot it; after restarting, the computer would boot from the USB drive and load Linux instead of its normal OS. A large amount of data would then be copied to this same USB drive.
In this case, additional files would have been copied en masse, to be "pruned" heavily at a later time when the 7zip archive now known as NGP-VAN was built. The Forensicator wrote that if 1.98 GB of data had been copied at a rate of 22.6 MB/s and time gaps t were noticed at the top level of the NGP-VAN 7zip file were attributed to additional file copying, then approximately 19.3 GB in total would have been copied. In this scenario, the 7zip archive (NGP-VAN) would represent only about 10% of the total amount of data that was collected.

The very small proportion of files eventually selected for use in the creation of the "NGP-VAN" files were later published by the creators of the Guccifer 2.0 persona. This point is especially significant, as it suggests the possibility that up to 90% of the information initially copied was never published.

The use of a USB drive would suggest that the person first accessing the data could not have been a Russian hacker. In this case, the person who copied the files must have physically interacted with a computer that had access to what Guccifer 2.0 called the DNC files. A less likely explanation for this data pattern where large time gaps were observed between top level files and directories in the 7zip file, can be explained by the use of 'think time' to select and copy 1.9 GB of individual files, copied in small batches with think time interspersed. In either scenario, Linux would have been booted from a USB drive, which fundamentally necessitates physical access to a computer with the alleged DNC files.

The Forensicator believed that using the possible 'think-time' explanation to explain the time-gaps was a less likely explanation for the data pattern available,
with a large amount of data most likely copied instantaneously, later "pruned" in the production of the Guccifer 2.0's publication of the NGP-VAN files.

Both the most likely explanation and the less likely scenario provided by The Forensicator's analysis virtually exclude the possibility of a Russian or remote hacker gaining external access to the files later published as "NGP-VAN." In both cases, the physical presence of a person accessing a containing DNC information would be required.

Importantly, The Forensicator concluded that the chance that the files had been accessed and downloaded remotely over the internet were too small to give this idea any serious consideration. He explained that the calculated transfer speeds for the initial copy were much faster than can be supported by an internet connection. This is extremely significant and completely discredits allegations of Russian hacking made by both Guccifer 2.0 and Crowdstrike.

This conclusion is further supported by analysis of the overall transfer rate of 23 MB/s. The Forensicator described this as "possible when copying over a LAN, but too fast to support the hypothetical scenario that the alleged DNC data was initially copied over the Internet (esp. to Romania)." Guccifer 2.0 had claimed to originate in Romania. So in other words, this rate indicates that the data was downloaded locally, possibly using the local DNC network. The importance of this finding in regards to destroying the Russian hacking narrative cannot be overstated.

If the data is correct, then the files could not have been copied over a remote connection and so therefore cannot have been "hacked by Russia."
The use of a USB drive would also strongly suggest that the person copying the files had physical access to a computer most likely connected to the local DNC network. Indications that the individual used a USB drive to access the information over an internal connection, with time stamps placing the creation of the copies in the East Coast Time Zone, suggest that the individual responsible for initially copying what was eventually published by the Guccifer 2.0 persona under the title “NGP-VAN” was located in the Eastern United States, not Russia.

The implications of The Forensicator’s analysis in combination with Adam Carter’s work, suggest that at the very least, the Russian hacking narrative is patently false. Adam Carter has a strong grasp on the NGP-VAN files and Guccifer 2.0, with his website on the subject called a “good source” by Wikileaks via twitter. Carter told Disobedient Media that in his opinion the analysis provided by The Forensicator was accurate, but added that if changes are made to the work in future, any new conclusions would require further vetting.

On the heels of recent retractions by legacy media outlets like CNN and The New York Times, this could have serious consequences, if months of investigation into the matter by authorities are proven to have been based on gross misinformation based solely on the false word of Crowdstrike.

Assange recently lamented widespread ignorance about the DNC Leak via Twitter, specifically naming Hillary Clinton, the DNC, the Whitehouse and mainstream media as having “reason” to suppress the truth of the matter. As one of the only individuals who would have been aware of the source of the DNC Leaks, Assange’s statement
corroborates a scenario where the DNC and parties described in Adam Carter’s work likely to have included Crowdstrike, may have participated in “suppressing knowledge” of the true origins and evidence surrounding the leak of the DNC emails by confusing them with the publication of the Guccifer 2.0 persona.

Despite Guccifer 2.0’s conflicting reports of having both been a Russian hacker and having contact with Seth Rich, the work of The Forensicator indicates that neither of these scenarios is likely true.

What is suggested is that the files now known as “NGP-VAN” were copied by someone with access to a system connected to the DNC internal network, and that this action had no bearing on the files submitted to Wikileaks and were most likely unassociated with Seth Rich, and definitively not remotely "hacked" from Russia.
But not Seth Rich, anyone but him.

But not Seth Rich, anyone but him.

... *The Forensicator*

It's a cool moniker, although not as cool as *The Fornicator.* ;-)

Looney

His name was Seth Rich.

Well this hurts the narrative. Back to the drawing board to illegitimize the POTUS.
Russian hacking is just a Joominati lie, please call it what it is.

The problem here is not finding evidence to prosecute Hitlery and the Obama administration. The problem is finding someone with cajones to uphold the constitution and rule of law that will do something besides scratch their ass.
His name was Seth Rich. His name was Seth Rich. His name was Seth Rich. His name was Seth Rich. hillary clinton had john podesta have him murdered.
Not Set Rich?

What say you, Kim Dotcom?
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Yes. We Can.

But Let's Not.
This same effect:

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/6
Hilariously a puppet.

John Podesta is a puppet.

The Puppet Master are the Monkey Power Supremacists...

...currently...
to the Debt-Money Monopolists that rule over the Mega-Corporate Fayetteville System that rules over the rest of us. Don’t be
It's the first ducking Jeep and their red light.
es the them believe they are "the chosen ones" destined to rule the world
It isn't just the usability by the filth Jeeves, it's all...
r o p a g a n d a.
H i t l e r w a s r i g h t.
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49 PM
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Talmud Cabalist Luciferians

new Manthong Obadiah
All they had to do get evidence/record of any massco
py of Podesta, s Emails was to subpoena Google. That would put to rest t
the letter is.

everywhere.

Your Debt - Money Monopolist cognitive overlords
appreciate you pushing their false over - generalized narrative that
provides coverage for the specific ROOT CAUSE CRIMINALS that are running...
get this crime.

And yes, they are propósito
gordo. Jeffpeople
to to.
You won't like that.
Your mind is all clever
ability.

because you can't admit that you are actually part of the problem.
Transmission Scene

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14HT2g3W
Israel: 18 families control 60
economic conditions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XX3XX1Ct5swYE
Israel mass protests over rising living costs | August 2011 | BBC News
Resources:
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And don't think Steve Keen is any better. He was just...
plained EXACTLY HOW THAT FRAUD WORKED... and he tucked tail and ran away
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Your truly, based upon Vladimir Lenin’s quote.
Fourchan
Jul 10, 2017 6:22 PM
Podestas made arrangements to have Seth Rich killed between slices of 'pizza'.

Mother Fletcher
Jul 11, 2017 4:50 PM
0
0
0
While I don't think that little wease Eytalian jew was actually the trigger man, I have no doubt he was the one who committed the hit.
Re: "His name was Seth Rich ..."

Well, according to this story, Rich was not at the center of this story. Nor were "the Russians."

I've always thought the Rich angle should definitely be seriously investigated, but I was skeptical he was the one and only source of WikiLeaks' reporting. Assange, if he thought it proper, could have made a definitive statement about Rich's role (after all, if Rich WAS killed over his role in downloading the emails, this is info of great importance to a homicide investigation. Is not withholding info of importance to a homicide investigation a possible crime? It's at least a moral crime.

Also, if we are to believe that such "spycraft" would result in the order being given to assasinate
someone, it always seemed odd to me that the "hit men" didn't put two bullets into the back of the target's head. Isn't this the way it happens if one really wants to "silence" someone? You certainly don't let the person live (and potentially talk) for some unknown duration of time.

Any "certainty" that Rich was the central figure in this email release could actually prevent consideration of alternative theories.

Assange will not name a source. What part of that statement is unclear to you? Going forward, folks now have the option to put a deadmans
switch on their identity. Failing that, Wikileaks will keep your secret unto death. Your bullets speculation reminds me of idiot conservatives and their scenario objections to 911 Truth, as if they could plan a massive conspiracy better. If the assassin wanted to make it look like a hit, he would have... ergo, he didn't.

new nmcwn

Give Me Some Truth

* Jul 10, 2017 7:22 PM

It's always interesting when two people can see the same thing and arrive at different conclusions. So let's separate it out and then maybe you can see what I see...

"What is suggested is that the files now known as "NGP-VAN" were
copied by someone with access to a system connected to the DNC internal network,...

Full stop.

...and that this action had no bearing on the files submitted to Wikileaks and were most likely unassociated with Seth Rich, and definitely not remotely "hacked" from Russia."

...that is to say, the original files downloaded by a person inside DNC headquarters, with access to their LAN, had been edited before being given to Wikileaks.

Now do you see it?

Not my downie by the way ;-)
Mike Cernivich likes to be snarky and bathe in his own wit. Having said that, every so often he gets off a really good one.

My favorite: 'You want to work for the DNC? Here is what you get for working for the DNC. You get a bicycle rack.'

Cernovich is referring to the fact that while the DNC put a commerative plaque on a bicycle rack near the downtown DC headquarters, it didn't: a) offer a reward leading to Seth's murderer's capture, b) establish a tips hotline, c) interview all of the employees who had daily contact with Seth, or d) cooperate with the FBI, DHS, etc.

His grieving parents think the bicycle rack is really cool.
All this proof of a coverup of the hacking meme, internal hacking, crowdstrike malfeasance, and yet the FBI continues to sit around with their thumb up their ass and Mueller is still bird dogging a false trail.

It's so fucking obvious that the MSM is colluding to obfuscate what happened and the FBI is completely corrupted. Seth Rich is the story and the FBI is doing everything it can to keep it from being investigated, fucking assholes.

So, is Dimi @Crowstrike a top-shelf self-loathing Russian or what? What makes people this way?

I wanna see pictures.

Pictures? From the Porensicator
or the
Pornicator? ;)

new HRClinton
Occident Mortal
Jul 10, 2017 10:13 AM
0 But, but... 17 Intelligence Agencies!

new The Juggernaut
HRClinton Jul 10, 2017 12:29 PM
0 plus or minus thirteen

new Winston Churchill
Occident Mortal Jul 10, 2017 10:20 AM
0 Braverman and Seth Rich. Rich may have been set up as a patsy by Braverman as somehow he's still alive. He must have an exceptional dead man's switch..

new IndyPat
Winston Churchill Jul 10, 2017 6:36 PM
0 Going by the article, maybe 18 or so GB worth. That's a lot of dirt.

I totally agree with you. I think Braverman was a second party. I think that's who Rich met at the gay bar on the way home that night.

new PlayMoney
They wouldn't let Homeland Security, FBI and now Mueller look at their computers. Doesn't take an Einstein to figure out there never was anything to their allegations. A bunch of crying wolf liars from the start.

Worse. I think Guccifer 2.0 was a DNC front to pin it on Russia. Guy did not even show up until after they knew they had been hacked. Never released anything that hurt the dems. First thing released was their oppo research FILE ON TRUMP.

Now why did they go to all that trouble to make it look like a "hack" rather than a leak? Maybe to mis-direct from their having the first leaker Seth Rich murdered?

CNN and MSNBC have been reporting on this article all morning. Oh wait, no they aren't...
Repeat: It was a robbery.

Actually *this* particular leak seems to have not been Seth.

There's evidence (not this data) that was published not long after the leak that hinted pretty strongly that Guccifer 2.0 was the *DNC itself* leaking the information in an attempt to misdirect investigations, taint "hacking" leaks, and also an attempt to derail Trump. Note that a key part of the G2.0 storyline is "it was the Russians" and that G2.0 is an attempt by the Russians to hide their trail under the guise of a fake hacker. So it'd make sense the DNC would make something like this up to further the narrative.

And honestly the G2.0 leak is pretty shitty as far as signal-to-noise goes.

The Seth Rich stuff is much more important. All the more reason to not allow this current story displace the Seth Rich news.
Well said.
The proof is in the pudding.
The data delivered says more about the source than the subterfuge.
G 2.0 data was weak sauce.

new Nostradumbass
* Jul 10, 2017 10:01 AM
OyVey.

new JackMeOff
* Jul 10, 2017 10:03 AM
Ironic that this is released on the one year anniversary of the death of Seth Rich.

new small axe
JackMeOff • Jul 10, 2017 10:16 AM
Ironically or intended?
Release on the one-year anniversary provides a good "lead-in" for the media to bring up Rich's murder, assuming MSM ever deigns to mention either story.

new seek
small axe • Jul 10, 2017 7:09 PM
It's a distraction from the murder, not a lead-in. If someone is going to cover a leak story, this is the one everyone wants reported,
not Seth.

new Cordeezy • Jul 10, 2017 10:04 AM

15 0

Only CNN and MSMS still thinks the Russians did the hacking.

www.escapeamazon.com

new Give Me Some Truth 🪦 Cordeezy • Jul 10, 2017 1:05 PM

7 0

Re: "Only CNN thinks the Russians did the hacking"

... Plus, 97 members of the U.S. Senate who just voted to punish Russia for said non-hacking.

new Troy Ounce 🪦 Give Me Some Truth • Jul 10, 2017 6:03 PM

1 0

Certainly not o/t:

Israel agrees with Hungary that Soros is a threat.

http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN19V1J4

new Jester1 • Jul 10, 2017 10:10 AM

49 0

Jeff Sessions get off your mother fucking ass and assign a special prosecutor for the DNC servers and murder of DNC email leaker Seth

Rich !
And if it exposes pedogate, oh fucking well!! Are you part of Pedogate Jeff??

Do your job Jeff Sessions!!! Perhaps we need a new AG??

new j0nx ➔ lester1
• Jul 10, 2017 11:01 AM
6 Jeff who?
0

new new_game ➔ j0nx
• Jul 10, 2017 9:03 PM
0 jeffy tight lips?
0 jeffy is in the witness protection program, apparently...

new south40_dreams
• Jul 10, 2017 10:07 AM
8 Facts are racist!
0

new PlayMoney ➔ south40_dreams
• Jul 10, 2017 10:53 AM
0 What? I always thought they were sexist?
0

new Bavarian • Jul 10, 2017 10:07 AM
18 Gunned down 5 days later
0

new my new username
• Jul 10, 2017 10:12 AM
A logical extension of this is that Seth Rich was assassinated to create a Red Herring trail.

Is the story about Seth Rich being trained by Israeli military prior to working for the DNC fact?

It it is, then he's likely back in his home country.

His name was Seth Rich.

Yes BUT .... but Russia knows all this and did it in such a way as to make it look like it happened as though done in the US. This will be shortly discussed on FOX and CNN who have the best of the best to offer us this new TRUTH.

How embarrassing that 17 intelligence agencies got this one wrong.

Lol
Which is worse – the crickets of the DNC refusing 13 times to release the server to the FBI or the crickets of a Russian lawyer who was banned from the US getting a parole from the Obama administration to visit Trump Jr. in the summer of 2016?

new Troy Ounce • Jul 10, 2017 10:18 AM

Fuck. How angry can you get?

new Mercuryquicksilver • Jul 10, 2017 10:21 AM

Seth Rich downloaded thumbdrive, was murdered for it. Crowdsoure filtered thumbdrive and released as Guccifer2.

First 5 emails meta links to user login of actual computer.

new DuneCreature • Jul 10, 2017 10:24 AM

Boarding party sighted!

~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~

~~~AAA~~~~^~~~~^~~

~~^~~~~^~~~~^~~~

***)) One Eyed Pirate Mueller Has Assembled His Boarding Party (***

Ok, Trumpsters get ready for a boarding attempt over the starboard rail.

One Eyed Mueller and his raiders are rowing toward the ship right now and One Eye is
issuing last minute
instructions and
assigning objectives to
his assault team ace
marauders and team
leaders.

These raiders are out for
blood, booty and
extreme embarrassment
so rally around your
captain if you dare or
care.

The rest of us are going
to make some popcorn,
melt some Keigold and
maybe roll out a fresh
barrel of grog and
pound in a tap.

This raiding party looks
a lot like the Clinton
Satan Foundation legal
staff. ...... I told Donald
he would regret not
throwing the evil lying
witch in jail. ... Now
she's funding the assault
on his ship like a big
sore loser. ......
Meanwhile, John The
Molesta is out burying
booty and treasure just
in case things get ugly
and the Satan
Foundation raiders have
to retreat to somewhere
lick each other's
wounds.

The impeachment team
is the who's who of
anyone and everyone
with a personal reason
to make Trump 'Wank
The Plank' (tm) and
resign.

Send the squeamish and
faint-of-heart below. .....  
This story of DC intrigue
is about to grow some
hair on it.

Live Hard, Oh Look!..  
There's Slippery And
Cagey Putting On Their
Full Body 'Blanket
Immunity' Suits Of

Armor,...It Gets Really
Armor, ...It Gets Really Hot And Stuffy Wearing All That Metal Into Battle. .... I Hope They Both Get Thrown Overboard In Their Heavy Chain Mail Clown Shirts And Shin Guards, Myself, Die Free

~ DC v7.3

new mary mary
DuneCreature • Jul 10, 2017 10:31 AM

Mueller's job will be to drag his "investigation" out for 4 years while presenting ZERO evidence of ANYTHING to The American Citizens.

Rachel and Maxine Headroom's jobs will be to spend 90 minutes every day saying, "Well, if today's mind-blowing extremely tough questions don't convince everyone that Donald Trump is an evil alien about to pop out of every Republican's chest and lay eggs your children's beds, I don't know what will".

new TwelveOhOne
mary mary • Jul 10, 2017 10:53 AM

+1 for Maxine Headroom. I loved that stuttering show.

new mary mary
TwelveOhOne • Jul 10, 2017
We need Max back. :-)  

The IC, DoJ and FBI are the crooks.
I know I'm stating the obvious,........but there may be late arrivals to the party.

Trump is The Swamp too. ...... But sometimes swamp monsters eat each other over booty, bluster and ego.

All of DC is lawyering up like I have NEVER SEEN BEFORE.

Live Hard, Yes, This Sonic Boom And Impeachment Volcanic Eruption Circus Should Wake Up A Few People Napping Out In The Corn Fields And Town Square Parks, Die Free

~ DC v7.3
of the claims. My feeling is that he is beeing sensational as he has claimed to have use this approach before. Btw, he does't have a big enough following for that to work.

I just cannot see the impeachment coming this week. How do you make a case of collusion and/or obstruction with this flimsy evidence and then toss in the old Mossad tape... Will he be on trial for being a bad guy? The pieces don't fit.

Perhaps the Polistitutes will convene and make stink bombs to be used against Trump before taking a month long lunch break.

Then the Presstitute dogs will have a bone to chew on until they think their masters will throw them some RED MEAT.

Did you mean Kerrygold ? For the popcorn ?
Best butter in the WORLD!

I pray that this last double-triple-quadruple facile attempt to foment mutiny is the last one by the sick fucks, god we need to be rid of these traitors.

That breadplant MUST remain on the Bounty, Mr. Christian!!

(allright, I twisted the real plot to fit my intent)

And just what are these ball bearings doing in my pocket?

What Mutiny is this?? Arrgghhhhh!

new mary mary • Jul 10, 2017 10:24 AM

4 I am absolutely sure that Guccifer Dvah was actually Natasha, a Russian mail order bride on a North Vietnamese patrol boat, buzzing the USA Far East Fleet while sinking the Maine and dropping barrel bombs laced with chemical weapons on Kuwaiti hospital children for the KKK. Exactly like DNC, James Clapper VIII, CNN, MSNBC, and Lindsey Graham say.

As "evidence", I note that 17 Spy-and-Lie Agencies say so. What? Only 4 Spy-and-Lie Agencies are still saying so? Well, when it gets down to 0 Spy-and-Lie Agencies, I will become absolutely sure that Natasha is... a disgruntled former lover of James Clapper VIII. As
soon as a Spy-and-Lie Agency pays me to say so.

new **chindit13** • Jul 10, 2017 10:25 AM

...and the same 'research' proves dinosaurs and humans DID live together 6000 years ago.

new **lester1** • Jul 10, 2017 10:36 AM

There's no way in hell dinosaur bones could last even 6000 years without dissolving into dust.

new **land_of_the_few** • Jul 10, 2017 1:13 PM

Those poor dinosaurs and their shoddy, sweatshop-made bones, not like our special lavishly-tooled, **boutique** human bones.

new **Shemp 4 Victory** • Jul 10, 2017 10:52 AM

Continue monitoring. Your disease we'll try to turn in your dignity.

new **JailBanksters** • Jul 10, 2017 10:33 AM

Don't tell us what we already know, tell us what the Fake Jews don't want us to hear.
Dear world, please realize that Democrats are lying, as indicated by them actually interfering with any investigation into Russian hacking by not turning over their servers for forensics to the FBI. It really is that simple.

If this gets the traction it should, the MSM will become like Jeebs in the Men In Black movies. Collectives heads exploding into oblivion only to grow back to re-explode.

Why didn’t the Senate press Comey on the FBI merely accepting CrowdStrike’s “reporting” rather than insist on conducting their own FBI investigation. What kind of sloppy investigation were they conducting? Is that considered proper investigation technique? Bullshit.

Selective law enforcement suggests we’re near the end of our empire.
love your wife • Jul 10, 2017 9:58 PM

My impression of all of these Committees is they are for starters computer illiterate in the main and have no idea what any of this is all about. They just want their five minutes of tv time and make it nasty so it's sure to be played back home on the evening news.

new otschelnik • Jul 10, 2017 10:43 AM

Nobody knows what to believe anymore and nobody believes CrowStrike, but if I understand correctly, the DNC was hacked no less than 4 times, of which Guccifer 2.0 published, then the Podesta emails and donor data which were on Wikileaks.

Here, Forensicator says that the Guccifer dump was not likely either Seth Rich nor the Russians, or somebody overseas even.

What about the other 3 hacks? Is there clarification on that?

new Bernard_2011 • Jul 10, 2017 10:50 AM

I thought the "intelligence assessment" had "high confidence" about Russian hacking.

Nothing is more persuasive than being confident.

Still "confident"?
George Webb is doing a fine job of tossing pirates overboard where we can all get a good look at them swimming around trying to find the re-boarding rope ladder.

Mind the sharks and gators in these shallow waters,.....you thieving assholes! ...

What's wrong? ... Too much stolen silver in your bloomer pockets to dog paddle properly?

O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O~~~O

BIG BUT............ George makes mistakes on occasion.

George obviously miss-spoke at around 07:25 in this video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bljd5G3B2sk

He said, don't look to Israel to catch the treacherous spies and evil ratline crooks and drug runners.

NOW we know exactly where to go looking for the spies, ratline kingpins and blackmail artists.

ALL of the dual passport holders on US soil need to be arrested and sorted out for treason and sedition activities.

Every last one of the (((crook kingpins))) and their legions of support and pirate staffing.

The lieutenants and foot soldiers are in NYC and
DC.
The generals and kingpins are in Tel Aviv.

Live Hard, No Charge For The Editorial Correction, Mr. Webb, You Are Very Welcome, Die Free

~ DC v7.3

new rbianco3 • Jul 10, 2017 10:53 AM

3 Is the implication that Hillary tried to get the Trump elected?

Why, so that Obama could somehow step back into the throne after the Russiagate?

new ThreeRs • Jul 10, 2017 11:39 AM

-1 No, Hillary did not try to get Trump elected.

Obama did nothing about Russian meddling in our elections because the Russians said they would help Hillary.

Except Putin hates Soros.

new Bernard_2011 • Jul 10, 2017 10:57 AM

11 The media kept saying "What does it mean when the President doesn't believe his own intelligence agencies?". As if to imply that such skepticism was intrinsically unwarranted.

The media is so devoted
The media is so devoted to uncovering the truth about Russia that I'm "confident" they will thoroughly investigate into these new facts about Guccifer 2.0. Especially the "Trump Russia" channel otherwise known as CNN.

www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/6d9xcm/breaking_ive_found_evidence_

Winston Churchill

Lets just concentrate of what's in the hacked or copied emails and not how they were made public. That's what the MSM does not want.

Get rid of Session, he's made himself useless because of his Russian reclusion.

Not really. Elliot Richardson was the AG under Nixon and he appointed I believe Leon Jawarski as the Special Prosector. In the end it worked out so to me the weak
so to me the weak links really are Rosenstein and Mueller who just are incapable obviously of being impartial.

The AG has piles of issues on his plate and a bright, decent Special Prosecutor really could do the whole nine yards and leave Sessions to do the other work that belongs to that office.

I do not for the life of me understand why this useless waste of time and money is being allowed to move ahead with Mueller and his 13 or 14 Clinton supporter lawyers who were apparently selected by Rosenstein. That is what to me needs to be removed and then possibly a different Special Prosecutor with a different focus could hone in on the real cases that seem ripe for the picking.

But McCabe in the FBI and Rosenstein in the Deputy AG's spot just have to go. Like now.

new BendGuyhere  * Jul 10, 2017 11:08 AM

2 points:

1) SETH RICH

2) Everything and everyone directly or indirectly associated with Hillary has now been sucked in PAST THE EVENT HORIZON and is swirling downward, faster and faster, being simultaneously
compressed and stretched, including our little MELONHEADED GODDESS HERSELF, until they reach the singularity, which is sentencing in a federal court, and are then spat out in an alternative universe stripped of wealth, reputation, power; reviled.

They are all RUNNING for their lawyers' offices now, watching their backs. Anything can and will happen.....

new ThreeRs
BendGuyhere • Jul 10, 2017 11:40 AM
2
0
I'd prefer they run out of the country, and don't look back.

They've wasted enough our lives, our energies, our Freedoms.

new hooligan2009
• Jul 10, 2017 11:09 AM
1
-1
internet download speeds not above 2 mbs? what am i missing? 2mbs is a VERY SLOW download metric with european and asian countries exceeding 25 mbs A LOT OF THE TIME.

can you only download at the rate tolerated by a backward country (in internet terms) like the USA?

an Akamai report published in 3q2015 (two years ago) here:

“the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (fcc) increased its benchmark definition of broadband Internet service to download speeds of 25 Mbps, sharply raising the bar from the 4 Mbps definition it had set in 2010."

"Akamai began reporting on the percentage of unique ip addresses connecting to Akamai at average speeds of above 25 Mbps — the new benchmark broadband speed adopted by the United States Federal Communications Commission in January 2015."

also on page 17 of 60 in adobe display, tables 10 and 11 show that (top ten) leading asian and european countries had download speeds of above 15 mbs for around 35% of the time and above 25 mbs for between 10% and 25% of the time BACK IN 2015!

i am certainly not an expert in internet connectivity, but it seems to me that writing off remote access because of a supposed 2 mbs download speed restriction is not valid when download speeds of 25 mbs are available in places like Korea, Hong Kong, Sweden and Norway.
23MB per second for a file copy needs a link of ~300Mbps if you ignore congestion.

Can you get a clear 300Mbps from Moscow to Boston?

How?

Don't confuse Mbytes with Mbits. 23Mbytes is 186Mbits. Now you have to add in the Ethernet framing overhead, the fact that Ethernet MTU is only 1500 bytes, TCP/IP overhead....my 300Mbps estimate is likely low if this was done remotely.

If the archives show that the transfer speeds were in the 23MBps range, that is USB2.1 speeds over an uncontested USB controller.

The numbers are legit, they work.

Cheers,
Squid
thanks for that – a little knowledge is indeed a dangerous thing.

out of interest, in the UK, Virgin advertizes up to 300 mb download (average 273 mbs) and average 20 mbps upload.

http://www.virginmedia.com/shop/broadband/speeds.html

i have an idea that speed of light transmission is highly unlikely likely between moscow and boston, but might more likely between boston and seoul/HK and stockholm.

Background here – I have an ATT cell and Nortel hotspot. My pc uses the hotspot. I routinely get 15 – 25 GB transfers, and big ones at that rate too. This is the fastest inet I've ever had, it's wireless to a cell tower and Wi Fi to the pc. Excellent battery life too.

Odd that none of the mentioned law enforcement or intelligence apparatus in this country were unable to get the DNC
servers...
The DNC "refused"?!!? LOL!! What ever happened to "Fuck YOU, assholes, here is your subpoena, and the two 300lb animals behind me with night sticks are getting impatient!!"

That is certainly one of the mysteries surrounding this incident but no more intriguing than say offering immunity that resulted in no incriminating testimony to several highly placed individuals linked to the Clinton email investigation and then allowing the destruction of incriminating evidence. Comey is as corrupt as they come.

We know all we need to know: this crowd is corrupt and needs to be prosecuted.

Well isn't that just Rich?
"Russian hacking and meddling"

I have never heard anything so fucking stupid.

The US has been hacking, meddling and interfering in other countries elections and internal affairs for decades. This includes US meddling in Russian elections using NGO’s.

Not only does the US meddle and interfere in other countries elections and internal affairs it actually overthrows democratically elected governments it doesn’t like, and then installs puppet leaders. Our government casually refers to this un-democratic process as, "regime change". See Iraq, Ukraine, etc.

This is a case of don't do what we do, only do what we tell you to do, OR NOT TO DO!

The moral of this story is its perfectly okay when we hack, meddle and interfere. We just don't like it when we think it's been done to us! A fucking joke. It's hypocrisy and duplicity at its finest!

Yes. U.S. "meddling' is a little more conspicuous and blatant than alleged Russian "meddling."
If Russia did it the "U.S. Way" they would just come over here, arrest the president, have a trial, hang him and appoint a new government. They would then stay and help "build" the nation they just helped destroy. Tanks would be on every corner. Drones beneath every cloud. "Moderates" would be "trained" by our military trainers at every, ah, training center and park.

Also, no reputable Intel organization makes a media circus about real intel 'cause it blows their assets.

The Russian hack narrative is pure bullshit put out by Hillary and Podesta and the DNC to cover the fact that the emails leaked to WikiLeaks were in fact copied and released. That's why the DNC never handed over to the FBI their "supposedly hacked" computer(s) because the evidence would show that there was NO Russian hacks and that the emails were copied (i.e. Seth Rich).

Now you know why Seth
Rich was
"Arkancided"!!!!!!

What exactly is the logic of the "Seth Rich was wacked" theory?

1. Rich copies the emails.
2. Rich gives the emails to WikiLeaks.
   I can't remember when Rich was killed and when WikiLeaks published the emails. I'm sure others can provide this timeline though.

Anyway,

Can someone finish this sentence?

Seth Rich was ordered to be murdered by (Who? HRC, Podesta?) to make sure that ...

To fairly discuss the merits or demerits of any theory we need to first know what the theory (ies) is ...

close to "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crime_and_Punishment" - by Dostoyevsky

Crime and Punishment focuses on the mental anguish and moral dilemmas of Rodion
Rodion Raskolnikov, an impoverished ex-student in Saint Petersburg who formulates and executes a plan to kill an unscrupulous pawnbroker for her cash. Raskolnikov, in an attempt to defend his actions, argues that with the pawnbroker's money he can perform good deeds to counterbalance the crime, while ridding the world of a vermin.


new IndyPat
Give Me Some Truth • Jul 10, 2017 6:59 PM

Origin Podesta.

To send a message after the fact.

Seth wasn't the lone wolf here.

new FoggyWorld
Give Me Some Truth • Jul 10, 2017 8:53 PM

In one of the WL emails from Podesta he said that he wanted a leaker caught and made an example of – whether guilty or not. And he sent that email before the murder, one year ago, of Seth Rich.

new DuneCreature • Jul
A good little 'different spin' on George Webb and his investigations:

Rebekah Roth ~ George Webb for Dummies Part 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yliqzPT3ENk

George is giving out some GREAT information BUT given his allegiance to the Israelites he 'misses' or 'spins' a few important details from time to time. ..... That does not make the good intel he is presenting invalid. .. It just makes it not the 'whole story', that's all.

Always cherry pick and verify any intel handed you. ...... That's the way the pros do it, and if you don't, all you are doing is handicapping yourself.

I don't care where good intel comes from, or why I'm given it. Good is good, incomplete is incomplete, bullshit is bullshit and most of the time it comes all mixed up as a package deal. ... I can fill in a lot of missing pieces with good surrounding fits and facts

Ms Roth's info on P-Tech, Promis software, Palinteer and squares very well with what I have gathered.

Never forget about OPERATION TALPIOT, Technion, Group 8200 and our ole pals the blackmailing Israelites.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plqQLHrpyN4

Live Hard, If A Piece
Doesn’t Fit In The Puzzle
Maybe You Are Working
On The Wrong Puzzle Or
Have A Rogue Piece Of
Tree Bark Tossed In Your
Puzzle Box, Die Free

~ DC v7.3

his references to the
boston hoax doesn’t
do much for intel.

the man is not
ignorant...what's his
point?

What did George
have to say about
Boston?

I may have missed
it.

Live Hard, Cherry
Pick, Select And
Sort. ... Never Eat
Everything The
Spooks Place
Before You, Die
Free

~ DC v7.3

he’s mentioned
it several times
during his
eyptian
pressure cooker
threads there in
nu yawk.

i'm having an
issue with this pressure cooker meme anyway. to me it’s as rediculous as the underware baumer. maybe because my lid is warped, but i cannot even open mine until the pressure has dissipated. so, howzat work?

you didn't answer my ? in chat.

new
DuneCreatur e
0
WillyGroper
• Jul 10, 2017 2:19 PM

Aaah, now you've lost me. ... One ounce of good old fashioned low explosive black gunpowder will generate way more than enough pressure to burst a cast iron hand grenade into a few hundred shards. .... A pressure cooker full would make one great big nasty bomb. ..... I think they just put enough in to make a big boom and
break a few windows. ... Not that would bother them to kill a couple of people too if they were unlucky enough to be too close when it went off.

No, what question? ..... Does the dot gov have tech they aren't telling people about? .. Will they kill you for divulging stuff about it? ... That would be yes, and yes.

Zero Point Energy? .. Yes. ... Anti gravity? .. I'm reasonably sure they do, yes. ... Is the earth flat? ... No, it's spherical.

Live Hard, Have Dots? Post Them, Please, Die Free

~ DC v7.3
Does the dot gov have tech they aren't telling people about?"

e me thinks it's all way bigger than GW's scope encompasses relative to link yesterday.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34MD7v-W2x0

Ok, thanks, I'll give a listen.

The whole Antarctica thing I really haven't formed a very clear
I think something seems to be up down there, but I have no idea what.

A lot of bazaar things have come to light lately so keeping up with it all is a bit of a chore.

A couple of things I know for sure.

1) You can't trust a thing that comes from government sources of information anymore (Not that they were...
ever really high on my creditability scale but at least their checks didn't bounce when you finally got one."

2) CNN is dead in the water (meaning all of MSM). .. They lie like seasoned mafia lawyers.

3) AI AL is sowing misinformation on the web like it is planting a huge field with wheat. ..... The trouble is, the seeds
seeds are 90% weed seeds. That further confuses a lot of issues. Lots of divide and confrontation in the mix. ... AL knows right where everyone's Baby Jesus buttons are, yer momma lives and the sacred cows all graze. Anyways, how's that for saying "I have no fuckin' idea what's going on and only a few vague ideas about..."
who is controlling things and what the end game appears to be."

Space aliens? ..... I will deal with them when one crashes through my back door in the middle of dinner.

Meanwhile I'm enjoying Impeachment Circus Month in DC and trying to keep the weeds out of the tomatoes, beans and tomatoes.

Live
Live, Hard,
Ms.
Creatu
re Has
Stir
Fry
Ready,
Excuse
Me
While I
Go
Eat,
Die
Free

~ Dc
v7.3

The trouble is, the seeds are 90% weeded seeds."

another

do
What is AL?

On another note, if you have time to listen to those links you're gonna find some patterns.

OK C...

http://reense.co

m/
Add to that his brother's blood. Check out the reviews.
i caught today from JPF, was an arrest made after the OKC incident and roll was released on diplomatic immunity. You know from GW, piles of dip so per that OK.
lo
matic
pass
ports
are
issued
in
mal
ta..
.na
h,
pro
lly
nuf
fin.

one
big
glo
bal
ma
fios
o.

new IndyPat 🐹
DuneCreature • Jul 10, 2017 7:19 PM
0
0 He's got an (((agenda))).

Why waste your time?

He lost me when he said he was for the Bern. His Mossad/Jew boner sealed the deal. Fuck em.
P.S.
Pirates have a CODE they operate by. Disparage them no more by associating them to the likes of politicians and and their Jew masters. They have no code and are pure filthy swine.

new DuneCreature
 IndiesPat • Jul 10, 2017 7:45 PM
So we just stand down and let the pirates have the ship?

I'll take info and intelligence anywhere I can get it.

Live Hard, The More You Know About The Pirates The Less They Can Steal From You, Die Free

~ DC v7.3

new IndyPat
DuneCreature
* Jul 10, 2017
7:54 PM

I'd rather eat corn off the Cobb than pick in pig shit for it.

Have any working theory on Webbs true motive(s)?

new DuneCreature
IndyPat
* Jul 10, 2017 8:40 PM

He's trying to deflect some of the heat off of Israel and trying to keep the rival pirate gang(s) from killing the goose that lays the golden eggs for all of the spook pirates.

George's gang wants
to milk us slower and The Podesta/Dyncorpse/CIA Muzzies want to scorched earth the place and take everything they can get as fast as they can.

It's a spy vs spy problem.

George sounds like he has always been a Crusader Rabbit. .. The Mossad is feeding him intel and in return he is down playing the Israeli roll in the pirate program and massive thieving.

That's what it looks like to me, anyway. .. Who knows?

Live Hard, All Exposure Of This Evil Shit Is Good For 'We The People' In The End, Die Free

~ DC v7.3
It was a false narrative start by the Hillary campaign and backed by the Obama admin via the State Dept. and DOJ pushing the IC. It was all designed to deflect from Hillary's email "matter" and the fact there was a massive amount of damage done by her miss handling of classified info. I'm guessing there is also a Muslim and Chinese spy ring in the mix somewhere that no one wants anyone to know about.

new UndertheDRADIS

Cool. Can we finally prosecute her for selling her office?

new SantaClaws

"I'm guessing there is also a Muslim and Chinese spy ring in the mix somewhere that no one wants anyone to know about." Maybe that group of IT workers Deborah Wasserman-Shultz is protecting.

new lakecity55

All we're missing here is a beautiful Mata Hari IT spy chick.

new The Gray Man
The media still thinks we listen to them. They're still living in their secluded little bubble. I thought Trump's election would have popped that. That's why we elected him, to be a message. They still haven't received that message.

https://freeamericannational.blogspot.com/2016/11/what-is-election-of-do...

new lakecity55 🦁 The Gray Man. • Jul 11, 2017 5:14 AM
0
0
True dat.

new Barry McBear • Jul 10, 2017 11:47 AM
1
0
All the great hackers want to name themselves the "2.0" version of some other famous hacker. /s

new Debt-Is-Not-Money 🦁 Barry McBear • Jul 12, 2017 7:57 AM
0
0
Borland figured that out 35 years ago when they came out with DBII (there never was a DBI).

new moorewasthebestbond • Jul 10, 2017 11:51 AM
2
0
Never spoil a good story with the facts!

new Give Me Some Truth • Jul 10, 2017 12:07 PM
8
0
The head shaker here is that the "investigators"
(the FBI and all these 16 other intelligence agencies) never actually had access to the actual computers that were allegedly hacked.

What kind of "investigation" is this? You trust some third-party private firm for your salient info?

I guess so.

new TemporarySecurity
Give Me Some Truth

That amount of information copied over the internet would of slowed the computer and internet down to a crawl and would of likely thrown up red flags. NSA / CIA / FBI knew this from the very beginning.

Now the MSM will just switch to a Russian / American friend of Trumps as the culprit, anonymous source tell me.

new az_patriot

So, with this revelation, will the jackals in the MSM in fact stop uttering their lies, and will Mueller call off the asinine witch hunt and go home? Hmmm?

new A shaped recovery

Defango is the one who discovered all this like a month ago ; not this guy
mention in the article. Here's the video where he lays it all out. Talks about the sham campaign by Jason Goodman & George' Webb's CS The truth BS.... enjoy! https://youtu.be/a45R0cULpNI

new Last of the Mid...
• Jul 10, 2017 1:01 PM
With some of the shenanigans that took place with Trumps son, I would be surprised if the DNC itself didn't do it intentionally as a time bomb for Trump. The who thing is getting really really weird and smacks of a massive set up. Why in the hell would you let Google's company into the hard drives and not the FED. That question just cannot be answered without admitting culpability in some way, either in Google's political leanings or in Google's covering the server's data so no one else can get it. Without the Fed looking at the data objectively, which is what they all claim Comey was doing it's just propaganda in the wind, nothing more. Now there is a distinct possibility they did it to themselves, blamed it on a foreign nation and a duly elected president when they saw how badly of a candidate Hillary actually was.

new hooligan2009 • Jul 10, 2017 1:38 PM
8 STAY ON TARGET!
0 the "Russia did it" meme is to conceal crimes
ranging from receiving money from foreign governments/selling favors,

printing state secrets on a pedophiles printer (married to abedin – the closest confidante to clinton)

child smuggling in haiti,

systematic graft within the clinton foundation,

the hacking of DNC voting machines/electoral fraud within the DNC favoring presidential nomination of clinton over sanders,

seth rich's murder,

lynch dowgrading the investigation of clinton to a "matter"

negligence over the killing of servicemen and the ambassador in Libya –

the list goes on.

just because the demonRats have fired blanks via the russia did it meme, does not mean that the demonRats crimes should go unpunished.

if they are not discovered and punished it means that the crimes they committed are fair game for all to commit and that demonRats are above the law.

new forensicator • Jul 10, 2017 2:45 PM

Believe me there was never a Russian Hack, that was a story concoted within 24 hours after the election
was won by Trump.

The forensics always reveals the truth, this is why the DNC never will hand over the server drive images.

new IndyPat - forensicator * Jul 10, 2017 7:09 PM

1 You the party ref’d in above article?

new John_Coltrane * Jul 10, 2017 2:49 PM

On behalf of the DNC and leftists everywhere I believe the source of this new information is both anti-semitic and racist. Now, as for the information itself, it’s most likely valid as well as pretty obvious. Transfer speeds over the internet are really slow compared to transfer directly through a USB or firewire external device which is indeed around 20 MB/sec. It is not practical to copy many GB of data over an internet connection. However, most BIOS boot code on windows based computers don’t permit booting from external media–that’s Bill Gates paranoia with people just cloning a system and then not paying for extra copies. (The side effect is if your HD crashed you’re up shit creek without a paddle) But why do you need to boot externally? Just insert your external drive, copy the files and edit the I/O logs to hide the operation. So simple even a DNC operative could do it. Thank God we’re up against morons.
Their incompetence will destroy them—as we saw with the Obamacare Websites—whose security is still as leaky as a sieve.

Finally, I leave you with two rebuttals from the Left (in the interest of “fairness”).

Pay no attention to that fellow behind the curtains!

Look, Squirrel!

ew Snot Boogie 🐿️
John_Coltrane • Jul 10, 2017 3:38 PM

I’ve booted linux systems numerous times via flash drives (and optical media) with different computers. Now, my oldest computers couldn’t boot via usb, only optical drive, but I haven’t seen that problem in a while. It is even easy on a Mac to boot from an external hard drive, and can be a great way to salvage files from a dying hard drive. As far as I am aware, Microsoft doesn’t write bios code nor make bios chips, with the most common vendor I’ve seen being American Megatrends. That said, I would think the DNC would at least put a boot password on their computers, if not something more secure, but they are a bureaucratic institution.

new shadow54 🐿️
Snot Boogie • Jul
They might even have had the system set to boot from USB first. Many idiot IT guys do that and don't password protect the boot whether it is BIOS or UEFI.

True. And they never get fired when a clever user hoses the company.

Then the IT guys have to come around to do the simple stuff the office gurus used to do. Also anytime global passwords are created in big orgs, the have to change them periodically. An admin login gets changed on the validation server - a boot password is local on every machine. I've has to try 5 different 'old' passwords in those situations before I got the right one for that PC.
I would do it that way, boot from Linux if the UEFI settings weren’t password protected or I had the password to change it to boot from USB. Linux sees the windows files by mounting the drive, I know because I have had dual boot system and can access the Windows files via Linux.

Using a 23 MBs USB stick indicates it may have been just a cheap office usb stick. I tested many sticks. I use a Sandisk extreme which reads at 225 MBs, but speed tests I ran on cheap usb sticks show them running at 20 to 40 MBs even on USB 3.

This was an inside IT person because of the Linux knowledge. It was not a Russian spy because he would have used a much faster usb stick or a portable hard drive to pull the data, if he was inside.

The time zone clinches it. An inside job. It means the media and government, all of them are lying to us and know they are lying.

new just the tip 🌱
shadow54 • Jul 10, 2017 6:25 PM

0 ok. my linux came from a USB, but why the hard and fast of a download to a USB. SSD card?

new BustainMovealota
_crossentropy54 • Jul 10, 2017 6:33 PM

1 Don't need dual boot to be able to mount
Windows NTFS/FAT and copy files (ntfs-3g). If using Linux, they would have used tar.gz or tar.bz2 to compress the files and dir,, its just easier and faster and would be almost guaranteed to be already available/installed when using a Linux OS that boots from a USB disk.

Wasserman Shultz sends the Awan bros in to take a peek at who hacked the server and the Awans have sticky fingers themselves.

weeeelll....maybe this is true, but the Russians are still screwing with the flux capacitors.........

Throw in the third rate Awan brothers and their access to Debbie Wasserman Shultz and the Linux boot seems so much more likely. Any idiot who has the ability to reboot the server could boot to linux. Actually once you can boot to the linux drive you can get all the passwords to log back in at any time.
Seth Rich?! Kill him dead.
Dead, dead.. Then go right back to lying.

See how easy it is!
Nothing but clear sailing for the DNC!

New research shows Guccifer 2.0 files were copied locally suggesting DNC not "hacked by Russians".

And of course the '17 US spook agencies knew that already.....right?

Further proof of the coup that is taking place against Trump....but Trump already knows that too...right?

Only one Peer hosting the 7zip file via torrents using magnet link posted on Pastebin provided by Grucifer2? https://pastebin.com/fN9uvUE0. There should be many other Peers serving this data by now. That doesn't seem legit.

Also this single peer (determined by its IP address 73.42.108.82) resides in Farmington, New Mexico using Comcast Residential broadband.
Honeypot.

new Disgruntled Goat * Jul 10, 2017 6:50 PM

Its Weiners laptop....as I have long maintained.

new Eddielaidler * Jul 10, 2017 7:31 PM

Why does Guccifer2 remind me of Nakoula Bassey Nakoula who made the "The Innocence of Muslims"epic masterpiece. Assets put in place for special projects.

new SteveK9 * Jul 10, 2017 7:43 PM

Latest statement from Craig Murray, who again all but says it was Seth Rich that passed the information to him, to give to Wikileaks.


He also seems to be begging to be asked to testify. Maybe he thinks that whatever loyalty he owes Assange and the prinicipal of not revealing a source, will be overridden by testifying under oath.

It's hard to believe this hasn't completely blown up yet, but we can hope.

new 40MikeMike * Jul 10, 2017 7:43 PM

Time to start whacking
Time to start whacking liberals.

I propose a Lottery like scenario...with a twist.

Only one day a year is there a moratorium on liquidation.

Thw evil Hillary who can only do criminal things.

Incapable of governing anything or any seven organisation.

Start whacking liberal icons, especially the media types.

new InternetToughGuy
* Jul 10, 2017 7:48 PM

Saw former CIA director Michael Morell on Faux News today talking about how Trump needs to punish Russia for meddling in the 2016 election. Wikipedia tells me that Morell was the guy who was briefing GW Bush on 9/11, so he's another inside neocon snake.

Faux News is worthless. They continue to repeat the liberal MSM lies.

Republican congress is worthless. Too many RINOs. Trump has nearly zero political support in DC, and his cabinet is mostly crap. I would get another attorney general who will fire Mueller and then
start some REAL investigations.

new LeftandRightareWrong • Jul 10, 2017 7:58 PM
Looks more like a leak.

new Yen Cross • Jul 10, 2017 8:12 PM
Bottom of the thread/

new GoldHermit • Jul 10, 2017 8:41 PM
And the DNC knows this and that's exactly why they will not turn over the server.

new order66 • Jul 10, 2017 9:07 PM
ZH spends way too much time trying to prove the Russians aren't hackers and would never hack an election.

new Fartboxbuffet • Jul 10, 2017 9:22 PM
Whos seth rich

new Fartboxbuffet • Jul 10, 2017 9:22 PM
Whos seth rich

new whatamaroon • Jul 10, 2017 9:39 PM
Gateway pundet just posted a supposed link to 28,000 hitlery emails:

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/07/breaking-anon-twitter-acct-white...

new Cockoo  * Jul 10, 2017 10:30 PM

Crowdstrike was the go-to, to fabricate the lies within the Intel community claiming it was ugit. Dnc lost so they created a cover story about USSR. Plus, it goes along with starting a hot war with the Russians in the end.

new Sanity Bear  * Jul 10, 2017 11:53 PM

It's funny that the Awan brothers aren't considered obvious suspects – sketchy folks currently under investigation who had privileged IT access to high-level Democrats including the chaircreature of the DNC, Debbie Wasserman-Nastyface… wonder why?

new Strelnikov  * Jul 11, 2017 11:26 AM

When you are killed during Operation I'm Wth Her, you have a name.

His name was Seth Rich.

Post new comment

Your name:
HamFistedIdiot